Confined and interface acoustic phonon modes in a cylindrical quantum wire embedded in another material are analytically investigated based on the elastic continuum model by means of the potential theory. Confined acoustic phonon modes are coupled modes of bulk-longitudinal and transverse acoustic waves, classified into torsional, dilatational, and Bexural modes due to the rotational symmetry of the modes. Dispersions of the confined modes have subband structures with finite cutoH' frequencies owing to quantization of wave vectors in the lateral direction. The density of confined phonon states becomes, as a result, a staircaselike structure. As for the interface modes, regions of material parameters for the possible existence of interface modes are investigated. We found that the existence of interface modes in a quantum wire -surrounding system becomes more sensitive to the combinations of materials than that for a plane interface.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since high electron mobility in a quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) quantum wire system was predicted by Sakaki, electron transport properties in Q1D systems have attracted considerable attention and have been extensively studied experimentally2 ' and theoretically. The high electron mobility of the systems stems &om the reduced dimensionality of electron systems owing to lateral confinement of electrons in the quantum wires. Though early studies of electron scattering with phonons assumed the three-dimensional (3D) bulk character of phonons, optical phonons are experimentally and theoretically known to be confined to a quantum wire embedded within another material (e.g. , the GaAs/A1As systems) because the optical phonon dispersions of the quantum wire and surrounding materials do not overlap in &equency. The optical phonons of the surrounding medium are, as a result, excluded &om the quantum wire. In addition to the confined modes, optical interface modes exist at the quantum wire surface and contribute to electron scattering as do the optical confined phonons. 2 The contribution of interface modes to electron scattering is comparable to that of the confined modes and dominates for very thin quantum In contrast to optical phonons, acoustic phonons have been assumed to have a bulk 3D character in most studies of electron energy relaxation, although acoustic phonons are also expected to be confined to a quantum wire embedded in another material.
Suppose a GaAs quantum wire surrounded by AlAs. Because the sound velocities of GaAs are smaller than those of AlAs, acoustic waves in the quantum wire impinging on the wire surface at an angle larger than the critical angle given by Snell's law are totally reflected at the interface. Consequently such waves are confined to the quantum wire, in a manner similar to light waves confined in optical fibers. Dispersions of the confined acoustic phonons should have subband structures due to the confinement of phonons in the lateral direction as well as confined optical phonons, leading to electronic conductance fIuctuation with the electric field, as is observed in metallic quantum wires deposited on an insulating substrate. Waves impinging on the interface at angles smaller than the critical angle can be transmitted through the interface, resulting in extended modes.
Another possible acoustic phonon mode bound to a quantum wire is an interface mode referred to as the Stoneley mode. However, the existence of the interface modes is not evident even for a plane interface because the interface modes occur only for certain combinations of material parameters of the two bulk media. Scholte studied the region of material parameters and found that Stoneley modes exist at a plane interface when the sound velocities of the two bulk media are almost the same. Wendler and Grigoryan studied acoustic confined and interface modes in a Gaq Al As/GaAs/Gaz Al As double heterostructure and showed that interface modes do not occur in this system.
The absence of interface modes at a plane interface does not immediately mean the absence of interface modes at a quantum wiresurrounding interface of the same materials as in the case of the plane interface because the region of material parameters for the possible existence of interface modes might be modified by the quantum wire structures. &-,~(»t) = f-,~( r)e'" "'
where n is an integer denoting the n-fold rotational symmetry of the function, q the wave number in the z direction, and u an angular frequency. Inserting Eq. (4) 
we obtain the characteristic equation 
B. Confined phonon modes and dispersions
The rotational symmetry order n is a parameter characterizing the confined phonon modes. Hence we obtain the dispersions and displacement vectors by numerically solving the characteristic equation (28) for each rotational symmetry order n.
Diepereione
For n = 0 there are two azimuthally symmetric modes because yq decouples &om yo and y2. The mode due to 'I7 x 4q has only the azimuthal component uy. In contrast, the mode due to the sum of terms V'pp+ V' x V' x @2 has the radial u"and axial components u, of the displace- tively. There are five dispersion curves with finite cutoff &equencies for both cases. Although the lowest curve is obviously separated from the others, the second and third curves, and the fourth and fifth curves, are close to each other. These phonon subbands shift to a higher &equency region when n increases &om 1 to 2 and the lowest cutofF &equency v2 for n = 2 becomes larger than vq for n = 1. The differences in &equency between the second and third curves and between the fourth and fifth curves expand with the increase of n. These tendencies hold for any positive integers.
The mode with the negative integer n' (= n) has th-e same dispersions as those of the mode with the positive integer n because the characteristic equation is an even function of n. Hence the dispersions of the modes with the same absolute value of n are degenerate.
The phonon subband structures with finite cutofF frequencies lead to staircaselike density of the confined phonon states, as shown in Fig. 4 Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b Fig. 3(a) . Fig. 3(b) .
The dashed line denotes the interface between the wire and the surrounding medium. Equation (30) is useful to understand the vibrational patterns of the flexural modes. This formula shows that the displacement vector is given by the sum of two kinds of rotations along the wire axis, i.e. , clockwise and counterclockwise rotations with angle P. The amplitudes of the rotations are, interestingly, given by (tU, -tU&)/2 and (w"+ m'4', )/2, respectively. From these facts, the displacements of the lowest, third, and fifth dispersions of the flexural mode with n = 1 are found to be independent of angle P and the contour of the wire cross section becomes a circle oblique to the wire axis whose center is displaced from the axis. The displacement vector rotates clockwise with increasing z because P = qz -~t Then the . circle oblique to the wire axis rotates along the axis simultaneously with z, which results in a spiral rod. The dynamical movement of the wire surface with time looks like a spiral rod rotating counterclockwise with time, which is similar to the motion of a barber pole. The confined acoustic phonon modes with Rnite integers are thus termed flexural modes according to the motion. In contrast to these cases, the displacement vectors, except for the wire axis region of the second and fourth dispersions, rotate clockwise twice with P. The whole picture of the quantum wire is also of a spiral rod, but with a deformed cross section because of the P dependence of the displacements. The dynamical movement behavior is similar to the former cases.
For n = 2 the displacements are expressed by the sum of clockwise rotation of a third harmonic and counterclockwise rotation with a period of P. 
The potentials in the surrounding medium are unchanged, as given by Eq. (17), and then the matrices UB and TB are the same as in Eqs. (21) and (25), respectively. Putting Eqs. (35), (36), (21), and (25) parameters for the existence of a dilatational interface mode together with the region of the interface modes at a plane interface. These results are obtained for the ratio vLA/vyA = v 3 for both media, assuming the stifFness constants Cq2 --C44 for them. The shaded region denotes the region for a plane interface, which is a limit of infinite radius for the quantum wire. The regions with a reduced longitudinal wave number qR are enclosed by solid lines. The region contracts with decreasing qR. This means that, for a combination of materials, the existence of a dilatational interface mode is limited to a larger qR than a magnitude, at which the combination of materials is located on the contour of the region. In other words, the dispersion of the dilatational interface mode begins at a finite wave number or frequency as will be shown below. The region of the existence of the dilatational interface mode vanishes at the critical reduced for a positive integer n is same as that for -n. Figure 11 plots the dependence of the region on n at qR = 10. Fig. 10 . Then the GaAs/AIAs systems support only the confined phonon modes. In contrast to the GaAs/A1As systems, the combination of W/Al is located within the region for a plane interface (the solid square in Fig. 10) ; therefore, the sys-tems support both interface and con6ned phonon modes.
It should be noted here that, though the ratio of sound velocities v'A/vTA (=~2) for the GaAs/AlAs systems is smaller than the~3 assumed in Fig. 10 , the regions for the existence of interface modes are almost unchanged due to the difference in the ratios. The dashed line in Fig. 10 dyncm, and CA~, 44 --0.282 x 10' dyncm for Al.
We have investigated confined and interface acoustic phonon modes in a cylindrical quantum wire embedded in another material based on the elastic continuum model by means of the potential theory. These acoustic phonon modes are expressed in terms of a scalar and two vector potentials. The con6ned modes are classi6ed into three types of modes, i.e. , the torsional, dilatational, and Qexural modes, due to the rotational symmetry of the modes along the wire axis. The dispersions of the confined modes in the GaAs/AlAs system appear between the bulk TA modes of GaAs 
